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This Bulletin brings you a wide range of KAM issues. We’ve particularly focused on
KAM champions, though by no means exclusively. Being the company’s KAM
Programme Director can be a thankless task in an organisation trying to deliver KAM
on the cheap, as many do. Getting KAM up and running requires a lot of lobbying,
repeated communications, sometimes resisted boundary-crossing, dispute resolving,
analysis, encouragement and sheer persistence, often without the minimum
resources of money or even time. But the role can be exciting, rewarding and a great
experience of strategic management for the individual.
We are generally talking major culture change here, and that’s never easy or
universally welcomed. Some companies don’t even appoint a KAM champion, which
leaves the initiative homeless and leaderless! Knowing all this, last year AKAM
instituted Programme Membership for Programme Directors and their organisations,
so they could get together and share their war stories and their successes and learn
from each other. There’s not a lot of research guidance on this area of KAM, so
getting some external, pragmatic input is simultaneously hard to access and
invaluable. If you feel that your organisation would benefit from this exclusive
thinktank, click here to find out more.
But does this concern you, if you’re a key account manager? It certainly should. Your
job is much more difficult if the rest of your organisation is not working with you, or is
disengaged and indifferent. You’ve made commitments to customers, you need to
deliver on them. Experienced KAM practitioners know that it’s not enough to just be a
key account manager, you need to be an active change agent yourself – leaving it all
to someone else it too chancy. As you’re out front, you’re most at risk if something’s
not working. Don’t just do the job, actively support your KAM champion and shoulder
some of the responsibility!
This issue also has the first results of an intriguing look at the ‘dark side’ of KAM, a
provoking idea that should make us think hard about how and how not to apply KAM.
Companies love uniformity but it’s often not appropriate in KAM, and this research
shows why. And we have secured free access to the whole paper for the first 50
people interested! Go to p11 for that and p10 to participate in the next stage of this
important research.
There’s an open invitation to all of you to write an article for the Bulletin, on any KAM
topic (subject to editorial oversight, of course). Bulletin readers would love to hear
about your experience and your understanding of KAM – get something down in
writing and send it to info@a4kam.org.
With thanks and best wishes,

www.a4kam.org

Dr. Diana Woodburn
AKAM Chaiman
woodburn@marketingbp.com
or info@a4kam.org
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Focus on KAM Champions:

Webinars

To register for member-only webinars Click here
For open webinars Click here
Member Webinar
Friday 16th April

Why KAM fails – and how to rescue it
Cedric Roesler, Ylera & Xseed

Member Webinar
Friday 7th May

The art and science of putting the
buyer first
Armond Mertikian, Amber Professional
Development

- The Pfizer Centre of Excellence
8
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Open Webinar
Friday 28th May
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Directors
10 Celebrating 5 years of AKAM!
11 Research report:
The dark side of KAM
12 How KAM helps you find
your next job (part 2)
14 Focus on corporate membership
and EMCOR UK
Front cover created by pikisuperstar
- www.freepik.com

Friday 7th May

Research results: are KAM practices
contagious – not always in a good
way?
Dr Nima Hierati & Yumeng Zhang,
Queen Mary University London

Member Webinar
Friday 18th June

Vested relational contracts
David Frydlinger, Ciro

Member Webinar
Friday 9th July

Dr Régis Lemmens, SalesCubes

Friday 16th April
Why KAM fails and how to rescue it
Some companies are disappointed with the outcomes
of their KAM programmes. Why is it that? This webinar
will identify and address common issues:

The art and
science of putting
the buyer first:
‘Buyology’

• KAM objectives - unclear, unrealistic, or nonexistent?
• No solid and objective methodology for Key Account
selection?
• Superficial understanding of Key Account
expectations?
• No real KAM organization?

With Armond Mertikian of Amber
Professional Development

Cedric Roesler of Ylera & Xseed will identify common
failure factors and their opposite - success factors – to
help you diagnose your situation and pinpoint
corrective action.
Register here

Exclusive sponsorship
opportunity

Key Account Manager of
the Year 2020

Could your company support the
Key Account Manager of the Year
Award in 2021?

Margaret Free of
Scheidt Bachmann!

We want more exposure for the Award,
we’re not looking for funding!
To date, AKAM has
identified three outstanding
key account managers for
our Key Account Manager
of the Year Award, launched
in 2019. Now we want to
widen the awareness of the
Award to more companies,
more countries and more
key account managers.
AKAM wants to work with a
suitable sponsor to increase
the Award’s reach. We are
not looking for funding: we
need a partner who can
give the Award opportunity
significantly more exposure.
For example, a multinational
recruitment company that
sources key account
managers for its clients
would gain additional
legitimacy from working with
AKAM and would be well matched with our aspirations for
the KAM of the Year Award.
But there are many other company situations that could
showcase the Award! Think about how it might enhance
your organisation’s image and attractiveness.
The sponsor would commit to giving wide exposure for the
Award, and AKAM would commit to giving the sponsor
exposure in our own publicity and KAM-dedicated Bulletin.

Potential sponsors should go to www.
A4KAM.org to find out more about AKAM
and see more about the Award at https://
a4kam.org/key-account-manager-of-theyear/.
if you are excited about this opportunity,
please contact info@a4kam.org or
woodburn@marketingbp.com, direct to the
Chairman, Dr Diana Woodburn.
Tell us what you would do to make more key
account managers aware of this brilliant
opportunity to advance their careers!

The judges said Maggie Free
showed exceptional focus, resilience
and tenacity as a key account
manager. She started with a
relationship that had soured after
her organisation suffered a serious
setback with a strategically
important customer. Key accounts
have long memories and Maggie had a big job to re-build
trust with the customer, a major player in the transport sector.
Maggie worked out a long-term plan with a clear focus that
allowed her and her team to maintain their perspective over
an extended period, despite complex hurdles and pushbacks, internal and external. This sustained focus, together
with deep, attentive listening to the customer, led to wellmatched responses that transformed customer engagement.
Internally, Maggie had to refuel the appetite to grow with this
customer, which meant close interactions and challenging
conversations with senior management and global
operations. The role of Human Resources is often
overlooked by key account managers, but Maggie needed
their help to recruit and train a cross functional team to
construct the value proposition. Her engagement with HR
resulted in a collaboration that produced a team capable of
putting together the proactive proposal of a new solution
needed to address the customer’s challenges.
(Ed.: We notice that high-performing key account
managers like Maggie are consistently persistent; work
with a team; and deal pro-actively with internal issues.)
The story doesn’t end there: not only did Maggie and her
team win some really high value business, but they also
created further opportunities ahead. Maggie’s sustained
application of KAM has been crucial in transforming the
relationship and its prospects.
Maggie Free has been an account manager for almost 20
years. She started her career as a librarian and included
property management consultancy on the way.
(Ed. We suspect that diverse work experience is really
useful to key account managers: it makes them more
rounded and resourceful.)
Maggie says she really enjoys meeting people and
establishing meaningful relationships. But KAM is a
challenging job – she finds there are not enough hours in the
day sometimes to complete all of the things she wants to
accomplish for her clients!

What next?
Maggie is very interested in learning what has worked well
for other account managers in their careers. Why not email
her @ Free.Margaret@scheidt-bachmann-usa.com and
exchange experiences?
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Focus on KAM
Champions
The next few pages will focus on the
role of KAM champions, precisely
because it rarely receives the focus it
deserves. But we have seen, over and
over again, that without someone (or
preferably more than one) to take up
this role, KAM initiatives easily falter,
lose concentration, achieve little and are
abandoned.

Championing Key Account
Management:
The Pfizer Center of Excellence

If something has been tried once and
not succeeded, the difficulty of revisiting
and reinstating it is vastly increased.
KAM needs a driving force behind it,
from the begining at least as much as
any other new initiative and maybe
more, because of its intrinsically cross
functional nature.
As these next two articles will
demonstrate, there is a great deal of
work to be done to secure KAM in an
organisation. To name just a few:
• Cultivating at least one Board level
sponsor and KAM enthusiast (takes
time and continuous effort, but vital)
• Keeping senior management on
board across all functions and
providing solutions to ‘boundary’
disputes
• Generating optimally effective tools,
frameworks and metrics to ensure
consistency and save time, tailored
to the organisation (but don’t believe
they are enough on their own)
• Developing and delivering
appropriate training across the
organisation, not just the key account
managers
• Paving the way for the creation,
understanding and operation of key
account teams
• Creating attention-gaining events
and positive stories
• Creating and maintaining a KAM
community, so key account
managers can keep learning and
support each other
• Communicating KAM success inside
and outside the company
• And there’s more…
Companies wouldn’t expect other
corporate initiatives to succeed without
any input of resource or investment, so
it seems strange that they often launch
KAM on the cheap. It’s truly a false
economy. Take a look at what the Pfizer
team and Vetoquinol’s KAM lead have
done to get where they are and judge
for yourself!

About the KAM Center of
Excellence
Pfizer believes that Key Account
Management (KAM) is critical to
ensuring long-term reputational and
commercial success, whilst also
supporting our customers as they strive
to deliver the highest quality of care to
their patients. With this in mind, Pfizer
recognized that an enterprise-wide shift
would be required to address and
evolve the structure of traditional sales,
in order to create a more agile and
innovative customer-centric approach
via KAM.
An internal research project nearly five
years ago highlighted the need to
improve the understanding and
application of KAM best practices. So
Pfizer established the Key Account
Management Center of Excellence
(KAM CoE).
The KAM CoE was created to provide
consistency in language and
processes, support the business to
build expertise and capabilities in KAM,
encourage the introduction of identified
best and future practice, and ensure
that all market teams are prepared to

engage with their Key Accounts as
effectively as possible. The KAM CoE
aims to achieve this by delivering:
• Organizational alignment: Driving
consistency across the organization
in terms of language, skillsets,
process and standard setting
• Capability development: Upskilling
individuals and teams to transform
Pfizer into an account-centric
organization, allowing for market
nuances and tailored to local needs
• Change enablement: Empowering
and facilitating the transition one
step at a time, showcasing best
practice and highlighting success
every step of the way.
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Championing Key Account Management:
The Pfizer Center of Excellence (cont.)
The KAM CoE strategy and
offerings
The KAM CoE’s strategy and
application of KAM aligns to true
general KAM best practice; however,
the KAM CoE has built specific
models and frameworks that are
relevant and bespoke for the
pharmaceutical environment, which
aim to provide industry-specific
guidance for tailored execution at the
local Pfizer level.
One specific example of this is the
KAM CoE ‘Six Essentials Framework’
for effective implementation of KAM.
Each of the six components is built
on evidence-based proven
methodologies and has led to a
framework that supports Pfizer across
all customer types.

The KAM Center of
Excellence approach
The KAM CoE Team recognizes that
building KAM capabilities correctly
across an entire organization requires
cross-functional collaboration and
careful planning.
A tailored program suitable to the
needs of each market must be created
to ensure the market’s successful
transition to KAM, and this is what the
CoE aim to do in partnership with
country teams through a robust
offering. The core elements of the KAM
CoE offering include:
1. Consultancy
• Partnering with commercial leaders,
understanding market nuances and
requirements
• Implementing capability and
competency assessments to
highlight strengths and opportunities
for development
• Provide guidance to create countryspecific KAM market action plans
• Support markets in implementing
tailored Key Account Plans, agreed

upon metrics, and to measure and
report progress
2. Capability building
• Hosting KAM Best Practice Program
workshops to instil world-class skills
• Provide access to internal and
external experts to share knowledge
and support the KAM transition
across the market
• Maintain contact with experienced
practitioners and proven best
practice examples
• Enable KAM career evolution and
professional development
3. Resources
• Tailoring tools and processes to
guide market-level KAM planning
and execution
• Provide templates to equip country
teams to build KAM practices and
capabilities
• Develop platforms for best practice
sharing
• Extend KAM knowledge through
additional best-in-class literature
and learning
• Build and promote an online hub as
a central go-to information resource

• Leadership & Culture – Senior
leaders and managers foster a
culture that supports customer
centricity and a KAM approach
• Organization – Country teams set
up to reflect and support a KAM
approach and provide clear
functional roles, responsibilities,
and an enabling framework
• Account Understanding &
Planning – Drive an account
focused approach via account
insight, segmentation and
selection
• Account Value Propositions
– Build value propositions to
supplement or brand and create
content to best serve a customer’s
need
• KAM Capabilities – Defined
process for Key Account manager
selection, and support to improve
KAM capabilities, curriculum,
training and development
• Metrics – Clearly mapped KPIs
and measurement for Key
Accounts and Key Account
managers
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Championing KAM:
The Pfizer CoE (cont.)

Other essential tools and resources
that have been developed by the KAM
CoE to support Pfizer markets deliver
best practice KAM include:
- KAM Health Checks: These
have been specifically developed
to enable teams to evaluate their
KAM competencies. The
comprehensive and robust
assessment clearly identifies KAM
strengths and areas for
development within each market
including a situation analysis,
implemented with country teams, to
identify market needs, capabilities
and competencies.
- Best Practice Workshops: A
series of face-to-face and virtual
briefings and workshops to inform
and educate colleagues from
across the organization on the
Pfizer approach to KAM, including
rationale, drivers, the Six
Essentials for Key Account
Management, capabilities and skills
and, best practice examples
- Market Engagement
Framework: The framework
provides value to markets by
customizing the KAM journey and
aligning this journey to Pfizer
cadence, with leadership
engagement and support ensuring
sustainability over multiple cycles.

The KAM Center of
Excellence is currently in its
fifth year and continues to
evolve, with a visible
presence across key areas of
the business globally and
high engagement with local
markets for implementation.
The need for our organization
to evolve to a more accountcentric approach was
heightened by the COVID-19
pandemic and the KAM CoE
will continue to be
instrumental in this evolution

Great KAM champions support
great Key Account Managers
Graham Reynolds of Pfizer
Australia was a close runner-up for
the Key Account Manager of the
Year Award.

Graham has worked for the company
for 21 years, but only as a key account
manager for the last four! His
experience of the company’s other
functions, married with support for KAM
from Pfizer’s Centre of Excellence,
helped him convert a transactional
relationship with a major hospital
account into a genuinely
‘interdependent’ strategic relationship.
For example, Graham used the CoE’s
approach to capture deeper insights into
the account’s goals and challenges to
generate new and more relevant value.
Using that and other environment and
organisational analysis tools from the
CoE, he was able to isolate the
customer’s key concerns and address
them directly. He says the CoE provided
him with a great framework with which
to build a strategic relationship and
plans for his key customers.
That wouldn’t work without the backing
of the organisation, however, and the
CoE helped Graham’s part of the
organisation by supporting and
championing KAM and by equipping
them with the tools and framework to
drive Key Account Management
throughout the business.
Like Maggie Free, this year’s winner of
the Key Account Manager of the Year
Award, Graham realised that he couldn’t
deliver everything that was required
himself (Ed.: not enough key account
managers realise that’s not their job).
He spent a lot of time working with the
account team, who were all KAMtrained by the CoE. An account team
member said, “Because Graham has
been extremely proactive, generous

“Because Graham has
been extremely proactive,
generous with his time
and provided critical
feedback where needed,
it feels like we’ve been a
great team.”
with his time and provided critical
feedback where needed, it feels like
we’ve been a great team.” Getting a
response like that doesn’t just happen, it
takes the right kind of leadership and a
lot of hard work.
A senior manager said “Graham has
taken this account on a partnership
journey which we hadn’t seen in
Australia. The rapport he developed has
seen their satisfaction grow from a
dissatisfied customer to being very
satisfied with the relationship and
wanting this partnership. The level of
this relationship has put us in a position
to work together to test new business
strategies.”
Graham enjoys the diversity of the role,
working with internal and external
stakeholders, striving to deliver
outcomes that meet everyone’s needs,
especially when he gets feedback from
customers about how it has positively
impacted a patient’s life. Aligning
internal and external needs and
resources can be challenging, but that’s
also the fun of key account
management!
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Championing KAM
Interview with Cyryl Pryzbyl, Vetoquinol’s KAM leader
Vetoquinol is a
family-owned and
family-run
company
supplying a wide
range of animal
health and
welfare medicines for pets and
production animals (pigs and cattle)
to pet owners, vets and livestock
farmers. Founded in France in 1933,
its major international expansion
occurred over the last 20 years. The
company now has a direct presence
in 24 countries and 100 distributors
across the world. Vetoquinol’s key
account management journey started
around a decade ago, and Cyryl
Przybyl took on the role of KAM
champion in 2015. What was that
like, we asked?

Q. Why did Vetoquinol
embark on KAM?
Traditionally, our customers were
individual vets and small practice
groups, but around 2010 we began to
see that they were consolidating in
most countries, and it was happening
rather fast. In fact, consolidation had
already progressed quite far in the
USA and UK, and new types of
customers, like big pet supplies
chains, were becoming significant.
At the same time, we were looking
for opportunities in other countries,
and we noticed that venture
capitalists were becoming involved
and driving consolidation there too.
We could see that these emerging
organizations needed a different kind
of service and support from us.
Vetoquinol wanted to become a
business partner for key accounts, so
we developed a customer-centric
approach, listening to customers and
designing solutions on the basis of
their needs.
At the same time, people joined
Vetoquinol who had previously
worked with great success with key
clients in various industries. So we
had both external and internal drivers
to change, and we then truly
embarked on the KAM journey.

Q. What did you do to develop
KAM in Vetoquinol? What
issues did you meet?
At the beginning it was just me as
leader of the mission and a few key
account managers (some with that job
title, others with something different) to
move the initiative forward. We had a
great kick-off meeting with all the
managers from the main organisations,
and that was important to get
everybody on the same page. People
were open to the idea and keen to
understand, and we had some good
support from external consultants, who
have massively contributed to building
our model.
Together with the consultants, we
spread the KAM concept through our
organization, as it’s not just about
sales. I could see that we didn’t have
all the right people in the right positions

and we needed to make a major
investment in recruitment and
training and of course in consulting,
but it was a tough job to gain
approval for it. The payoff for an
investment like that takes quite a
long time to come through, although
we are certainly seeing it now.
After the launch, things slowed down
as people realised the scale of the
change required: it was going to take
more time, money and resource than
they had ever imagined. This is not a
change that can be carried out in just
a few years, it is a long-haul! People
find it hard to start on long-term
initiatives, and even harder to keep
going with such a demanding change
initiative. But Vetoquniol was
committed to a global cultural
transformation at the same time and
that was really encouraging.
It’s important to recognise that you
have to start somewhere - in our
case in the US and UK - you can’t
roll out KAM across the whole
company simultaneously. I’m not
sure any company would invest in
enough resource to do that, or that it
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Championing KAM: Vetoquinol (cont.)
initiatives and easily resort to arguing
that they can fulfil current
requirements or work towards the
future, but can’t do both. That is
nonsense, of course, any manager
needs to do both, but still it is unwise
to provoke the argument.

would be wise. We learned a great deal
from the early initiatives and that
helped a lot when we moved on to
other markets.
I realised that we had to do the work of
translating KAM into the situation of
each country and every role, that we
had to adapt the mission to each
subset, every time, and that anything
else is counter-productive. ‘Copy/paste’
wasn’t an option anywhere. And,
indeed, there were significant
differences in every market.
It was important to maintain focus on
the company’s general objectives for
KAM but still, in each case we had to
start with formulating specific local
KAM objectives, together. Rather than
focusing on the present, painting a
positive picture of the future was more
powerful than seeming to criticise the
present.

Q. How did customers
respond?
The big organisations were very
positive about our changing approach,
but we had to be careful. We were not
first with the KAM idea in some
markets, so we didn’t have that novelty.
And we had to make sure that we could
deliver on our new approach. We set
up some nice processes to make sure
that we were actually reliable and
trustworthy, to make sure we could
be seen as reliable and trustworthy.
We involved different people in the
customer relationship - various
specialists as well as sales- and we got
a very positive feedback from our
customers that we were providing them
with a global approach and support in a
very innovative way. That was good
result, confirming that we were on the
right tracks.

Q. How is KAM positioned in
Vetoquinol now?
We started with just a handful of key
account managers around the world,
and now we have dozens! Maintaining
that level is itself an enormous
commitment.
I would say that KAM is now fully
established in the company. Of course,
people change jobs regularly so the

mission to convert people to the KAM
concept never ends.
Work on processes is still continuing,
as we involve more and more people
leading to deeper relationships and
more successful cooperation.
We have produced a portfolio of KAM
tools for different markets to use. They
may want to modify them to some
extent, but there is no point in their
starting from scratch, so we have
instruments we make available to
them, like key account manager job
descriptions, how to choose your key
accounts, various formats, assessing
spreadsheets etc.

Q. How would you advise KAM
champions at the outset?
Support from senior management is
vital. I had very strong support from a
particular senior manager at the
beginning. He had a good
understanding of key account
management and was a great help,
particularly in converting other senior
managers to the idea. And getting
other functions on board is critical.
Support also needs to translate into
substantial resources, of people’s time
as much as money: in Vetoquinol’s
case, it’s been a massive global
commitment from a professional and
financial perspective.
Transforming a company to KAM takes
time. Pushing too hard, too fast just
increases reaction. People don’t find it
easy to engage in longer term

A good way forward is to establish
relevant and appropriate objectives
– avoiding sales objectives – and
including more soft objectives about
change, responsibilities and
behaviour. They tend to include more
‘soft’ metrics, which senior managers
often find hard to accept, so there’s
work to do to convince them that
these are still real and important
objectives.
It’s worth the KAM champion devising
metrics to present to senior managers
that relate to the proper execution of
KAM (not selling, those metrics
always already exist). Yes, KAM
requires a great deal of patience and
even more huge investments, but
there’s no reason why we can’t come
up with metrics that show progress
against the plan agreed.

Q. What is it like to be a KAM
champion?
For the 6 years that I have been
Vetoquinol’s KAM mission leader, I
have also had the responsibility for
area teams in some of our largest
markets, but I think being a KAM
champion is a full-time job. There’s a
lot to do: learning and analysing
situations; fixing meetings; developing
tools, specifications and
presentations; recruiting people;
arranging appropriate training; and,
most particularly, educating and
socialising the KAM approach, person
by person.
It’s a difficult but exciting role that
touches almost every part of a
company, so it’s great for your own
professional development. KAM
champions need to be open-minded,
respect differences and focus on the
people. It feels a bit like being a
spider on a web, connecting needs
with resources. The most exciting
thing is when people start to connect
by themselves, without needing the
mediation of the KAM champion. That
counts as success for me!
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Researchers calling
Key Account Directors
Will you help us find out more
about KAM?
It’s assumed that good practices learned with one
account can spread and influence another. But can they?
And should they? Are KAM practices contagious – but
not always in a good way? (Webinar 28th May)
A team of researchers across UK and Germany have
already identified some concerns in their research so far,
but they need more input from the KAM industry to help
them understand and interpret their findings so they can
reflect back valuable insight to practitioners.
They need the help of key account directors like you.
Just 12 minutes!
Just click here to complete the anonymous online
survey.
• We need you to suggest 2 or 3 of your key account/
sales managers to complete an additional short
survey.
• There are no costs to your company and all
information will be treated confidentially to ensure
total anonimity.
• You’ll receive the aggregated findings of this research
in an executive summary and/or online benchmarking
workshop.

Celebrating

5 years of AKAM!

(You may have noticed if you saw the last
Bulletin!)
We reckon we have a great offer for members
and our extended community now:
• Building a community of KAM professionals
across the world
• Frequent, well-informed webinars from which
everyone can learn
• Normally, great meetings with KAM experts
and opportunities to explore issues together
• The Bulletin itself! Dedicated to all things
KAM
• Celebrating Key Account Managers with the
prestigious KAM of the Year Award
• A think tank where KAM Programme Directors
can share their pain and their gains!
• The first Diploma for working Key Account
Managers to validate the competencies
they’ve achieved through doing the job.
Some of our Board Members have got together
to tell you a bit more in a short video clip.
Click here
For AKAM membership options Click here

AKAM supports genuine research into
KAM such as this project - there is still
much to be learned. But without the
participation of professionals working
in KAM, academics can’t tell us any
more.
And the more we know, the fewer
mistakes we make. If you are working
in KAM you won’t have the time or
resource to find out by yourself, so we
urge you to contribute just a few
minutes to this initiative.
Thank you!
We’ll donate £5 to the WHO’s COVID-19
Solidarity Response Fund on completion of
each company’s surveys.
For more info contact Ms Yumeng Zhang at yumeng.
zhang@qmul.ac.uk

To find out more about how
to gain the AKAM
Professional Diploma
through RPL (Recognition of
Prior Learning), click here
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Research report
The dark side of close business relationships
Close and strong
business relationships
have many positive
effects. Yet such close
relationships may tip and
dark side effects can
unfold, bearing the risk of
performance losses.
Although business partners such as
suppliers and customers expect to
benefit from close business
relationships, such closeness includes
the risk of generating forces of
destruction that are developing below
the surface of a relationship, and are
thus often not noticed. These negative
factors subtly undermine close business
relationships in which the relationship
partners are confident and optimistic
about their collaboration, with the result
that partners may face unexpected risks
and performance degradation.

• Increasing conflict between
business partners that may
accumulate;
• Volatility caused by overly strong
interpersonal relationships between
boundary-spanning personnel.
Respondents also discussed
strategies, such as adjusting contracts,
agreed formal behavioural monitoring,
or rotation policies for key account
managers and other boundary
spanners, to avoid the dark side in a
business relationship.

Spread of the dark side
A critical insight of our research is that
dark side effects are not isolated but
can spread from one business
relationship to other relationships.

Interview respondents point to various
factors that can appear in close
relationships and trigger unexpected
negative consequences. For example,
closeness in business relationships can
reduce the partners’ monitoring and
safeguarding activities, thus making it
less likely that a company effectively
detects relationship partners’
opportunism or misbehaviours. Also,
knowledge redundancy in business
relationships can lead to ‘group- think’,
such that relationship interactions
gradually become inefficient and lose
competitive advantages in the market.
Our research specifically identified the
following four negative factors in close
relationships that can contribute to the
dark side:
• Partner opportunism taking
advantage of close business
relationships due to neglected
monitoring;
• Partners’ rising expectation that can
be increasingly difficult to satisfy;

2. Monitor personal and
organisational KPIs
Maintaining a close business
relationship can be costly. It requires
both personal efforts and organisational
investments. Both managers and
organisations require continuous inputs,
even when working with familiar
customers. It is vital to continuously
track and monitor not only boundary
spanner-based KPIs, but match them
with organisational relationship-related
KPIs in order to detect performance
changes quickly and act accordingly.
3. Recover from mistakes and move
forward

Access the full paper
FREE until 19th May!
click here

The dark side
Using a qualitative study with expert
interviews, the phenomenon of the dark
side of close relationships has been
detailed.

settings, for instance, if applied in
already very strong and close business
relationships. A strategy that seems
generally effective can thus become
risky and bring uncertainties.

Different factors may trigger the
transfer. For example, a boundary
spanner might employ relationship
management approaches that work in
one business relationship but causes
dark side effects to other relationships
s/he is responsible for, thus spreading
dark side effects within a relationship
portfolio.
Also, colleagues of the boundary
spanner might mimic the behaviours
and transfer detrimental relationship
management approaches through
social learning processes.

Managerial recommndations:
3 Best Practices that help
mitigate the dark side
1.Evaluate strategies before
application
It is always necessary 1to evaluate a
relationship-building strategy and
understand the potential consequences
before using it in ongoing relationships,
even if these strategies are generally
perceived as ‘working’. Although such
strategies may be successful in some
situations, they may cause problems
that are difficult to detect in other

Business relationships grow with
repeated interactions with customers. It
is common that relationship buildingstrategies may not always work for
every customer. Mistakes are inevitable.
By recognising quickly that the strategy
is incompatible or inoperable within a
specific business relationship,
managers should let it go and move on
to new strategies.

Conclusion
Are close business relationships always
showing superior performance? Based
on interviews with 15 key account
managers, this research uncovered the
‘dark side’ of close relationships, which
can overshadow the benefits of close
and strong interactions. This report
fexplains how dark side effects emerge
and spread across business
relationships and offers managerial
guidelines to mitigate the contagious
effect in relationship portfolios.
See p.10 to contribute to this on-going
research
Yumen Zhang1, Stephan Henneberg1,
Nima Heirati2, Alexander Leischnig3
. Queen Mary University of London,
. University of Surrey,
3
. Technische Universität Bergakademie
Freiberg
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How KAM helps you find your next job (part 2)
Part 1 and Step 1 appeared in the February Bulletin
1. Get a job as a Business
Development Director at a mid-size
sales consultancy (which suited his
experience).

Figure 1

Step 2:
Develop a career strategy
All great key account managers
understand the importance of focus. Not
all opportunities are created equal and
some deserve more resources than
others. To find the right focus, there is a
simple sales matrix that has ‘Do we
want it?’ on one axis and ‘Can we win
it?’ on the other. The career strategy
version changes the labels to ‘Future
job attractiveness’ on one axis and ‘My
current competitiveness’ on the other.
You can plot each of the key job
opportunities you researched in Step 1
on this matrix. You will need to think
carefully about what factors make a job
attractive to you. These
could include the benefits
package, work-life balance,
career prospects, the job
itself etc. Think about what
will make the job attractive
in the long-term, not just
today.
You can now import the key
needs that you identified (in
Part 1, Step 1) to
understand your
competitiveness versus
other candidates (your
chances of winning the
job). If you were the
decision-maker, how would
you score yourself as a
candidate against each of
the key needs, versus the
other candidates? You
need to be honest and
objective. If you do not
know the other candidates,

think about who they are likely to be:
maybe one internal to the department,
one internal to the organization, one
external but within the industry, one
external to the industry etc. Ask a
trusted contact to help and score you if
needed.
You can then see your Jobs Portfolio
Matrix (JPM) and start to make choices
about which job is achievable in the
short-term, which are long-term dream
jobs and how to connect them into a
career strategy. David Swift’s JPM (ref
Part 1) below shows four jobs he was
interested in pursuing and his dream job
of a business leader at a small or
startup firm. He plotted a 3-stage
career strategy to get to his dream job.

2. Move on to the same role at a small
or startup firm outside the consulting
industry and attend leadership
training courses.
3. Transition to a broader business
leader at another small or startup
firm. In developing his leadership
skills he increased his
competitiveness for his dream job
and pushed it from the Future Jobs
box to the more attainable Star Jobs
box.
David Swift’s career strategy plotted on
a Jobs Portfolio Matrix (Figure 2)
Once you have identified your key job,
you can start formulating your Personal
Value Proposition (PVP). Just like value
propositions for the products/services
you sell as a KAM, this summarizes
your superior value to the recruiter. It
should play up your key strengths and
deal with key weaknesses. For
example, candidates from within an

Figure 2
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How KAM helps you find your next job (part 2) (cont.)

industry typically lack external
experience, so a non-industry candidate
might reasonably claim to be ‘uniquely
qualified to bring external expertise from
another complex industry’.
You should aim for a core PVP but
adapt it to different jobs and recruiters.
You should keep working on it,
continuously testing it, refining it and
memorizing it. You might even attempt
to financially quantify your value. After
all, the decision to recruit you or not is a
commercial one. Even if you don’t have
the right numbers, the process will
provide fresh insights and may impress
the recruiters with your seriousness.

Step 3:
Sell yourself
In Step 3, key account managers can
really shine. Once you have a target
job in mind, you need to get noticed, to
develop the relationship, and to clinch
the deal.
Getting noticed
There are many different routes to
getting noticed. You can join LinkedIn
groups, publish relevant blogs and
articles, offer to speak at events, say
the right things on social media, post
videos on YouTube, join the right
industry associations, do relevant
charity work, speak to their customers
and suppliers, do other networking etc.
If you really want to do a good job of
this, you should consider a Personal
Promotion Plan with all the possible
channels down the left-hand side and
the timescales for the next 12 months
along the top or bottom. You can borrow
some thinking from the marketing
profession and follow the AIDA process
of Awareness (of you), Interest (in you),
Desire (to recruit you) and Action (to
give you a job). The key thing is to plan
out what you will say to whom and
when.
Develop the relationship
Your KAM decision-mapping skills again
come into play when deciding your
relationship targets. Are there influential

figures worth cultivating, in industry,
associations, publishing or academia?
What are their needs and how can you
help them? If you are genuinely looking
for win-win relationships with these
influential people, you will get noticed
and then you can ask them for help and
advice with your career. It is often said
that most jobs are not even advertised
so if you can find out about those, your
chances of success will be greater.
Clinch the deal
You will need to go through some sort of
recruitment process. Adapting your core
PVP to the specific job is important.
However, the fact that you understand
how to sell is critical. An engineering
executive who had never had sales
training did a low-cost course and used
it in his third and final interview for a
senior management position. It gave
him more confidence in selling himself,
and he got the job.
But few courses tell you how to sell
yourself online. This as a key
opportunity to impress, so you should
look carefully at all aspects of your
online presence and webcam
environment. How many competing
candidates will have their laptop or
tablet on the table looking up at their
nostrils? How many will be using the
built-in microphone rather than a better
quality external one?
Small improvements to your camera,
audio, lighting, background, hardware
and software can make a big overall
difference to the impression you make
in an online interview.

Step 4:
Take action
Somewhere in every good KAM
competency profile is the need to be
strategic. You, as a KAM (or a Strategic
Account Manager) are well-experienced
in assessing the current commercial
situation between your firm and an
account, understanding what that
situation could be and plotting a path to
get there.
You should now think about

continuously
applying those
skills to your
career. Whether
you are in
full-time work or
not, schedule
time every week
or every month
to work on your career. You can jump to
later steps if that suits your situation.
However, do not make the mistake of
not spending any time on the front end.
As we all know, a bad strategy executed
well can lead to unhappy outcomes.
This is not a technique but a life skill
that you should continuously work on.
Treat it like a hobby. Become an expert
in the career development process.
Keep updating your materials
throughout the year as you improve, as
you get more feedback, and as the
world changes. Keep practising and
improving.

In conclusion
The current mass employment
disruption is a taste of things to come.
In their book, ‘The New Long Life’ Scott
and Gratton argue that the world of
work is changing and you should
“expect your relationship with your
employer to have considerable variation
– from contracted employee, projectbased worker, or ‘on the bench’
freelancer…The fundamental
implication of this fluid career structure
is that you are taking more
responsibility, more personal agency.”
The guarantees of 20 years in
education, then 40 years in the same
company, then 20 years in retirement
are long gone. Fluidity is the future and
you need to be ready for it, and as a key
account manager you have the
knowledge, the skills and the
experience to succeed.
Edmund Bradford is Managing Director,
Market2Win Ltd, Director of The
Malcolm McDonald Academy and The
Good Growth Academy. Contact him at
linkedin.com/in/edmundbradford
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Focus on Corporate membership
AKAM is really excited about signing up
new corporates as members. It means
we can add large numbers of key
account managers to the community
and support their KAM endeavours with
all our Member Resources. Our latest
corporate addition is EMCOR UK, a
major facilities management company
and leading authority in highperformance, sustainable integrated
facilities and workplace management.
Their membership demonstrates that
AKAM benefits are just as relevant to
service organisations as they are to
product-based companies.
EMCOR’s press release explains why
they have joined. The same support is,
of course, open to other organisations,
and we are looking forward to working
with more corporates in future. Could it
be yours?
‘EMCOR UK is delighted to announce
we have joined the Association for Key

Account Management (AKAM). This is
an exciting time for us as we further
cement our expertise in the KAM area
and our ongoing focus and approach
around collaboration and our
customers.
AKAM is a not-for-profit organisation
and has over 400 corporate and
individual members across the world
since it was first established five years
ago. Its mission is the
professionalisation of KAM, improving
standards and gaining recognition of
KAM as a distinct discipline.
Operations Director Steve Dolan, who
also leads
EMCOR UK’s
internal Key
Account
Management
said, “We have
been running our
internal KAM

Membership packages for Individuals
Full individual membership gets you:
• workshops/conference meetings, normally
(pre-and post-Covid) 3 AKAM Technical
workshops alongside 3 full-day participative
meetings around Europe
• member-only webinars, monthly from April
• access to Member Resources,
150 items on the website and growing
• email networking among peers
• and more support and advice ….
All for just €180pa, everything then FREE (not
just discounted!).
Online individual membership gets you:

ALL the benefits of full individual membership
EXCEPT workshops/conference/ meetings.
If you are unlikely to ever reach an event in person
you don’t have to miss out on all the
other benefits. Online membership is just €90pa.
Join here

training centred around the ISO40001
standard for collaborative business
management system that is endorsed
by the Institute of Collaborative Working
since 2008 and have successfully
placed over 300 employees through
KAM training.
“Joining AKAM will ensure that our
employees have access to additional
resources to further support their
personal development including
professionally recognised qualifications
and accreditation. This is a significant
step forward for us as we continue
towards our purpose to create a better
world at work and I’m proud to
represent EMCOR UK on the AKAM
Board.”’

For Organisations
Corporate Membership gets your organisation:

• Virtually unlimited number of Full individual memberships with
access to the website, webinars and meetings (when possible)
• 2 memberships of the Programme Directors Forum
• seat on the AKAM Board with opportunity to influence its direction
• close engagement with and support from AKAM
Designed for large companies and universities wishing to reach and
support their KAM people across multiple organisations and regions,
alongside gaining support for their KAM programme in complex
situations. An opportunity to make corporate membership meet your
needs for €5000pa.

Programme Membership gets your organisation:
• 10 Full individual memberships, with all the individual benefits
• 2 memberships of the Programme Directors Forum, normally
meeting in person 1/ 2 times pa plus bimonthly virtual meetings.
Designed to give expert and peer support to KAM Programme
Directors to help them develop KAM in their organisations. You will
benefit from the experience and practical advice of peers on issues
chosen by the members. Tangible benefits for €2500pa.
Click here

Special offer: ‘Cluster’ membership - 4 for the price of 3.

If there are 3 people in your organisation who would like to join as Full members, we’ll give you one extra Full membership FREE.
Go to A4KAM.org/JoinAKAM, easy sign up with any credit or debit card.

